Abstract
Introduction
The problem of simple and effective decoding is much more difficult than the problem of encoding. The aim of this study is to design a soft decision decoding algorithm for communication systems. In this paper the soft decision decoding algorithm is defined and discussed. Research results show that the soft decision decoding algorithm gives high capability of correcting errors and reduced decoding complexity.
Information theory is termed Shannon theory in honor of its founder, Claude Shannon [1] . It provides fundamental benchmarks against which a communication system design can be compared.
Given a channel model and transmission constraints [2] , information theory enables us to compute, at least in principle, the highest rate at which reliable communication over the channel is possible. This rate is called the channel capacity. Once channel capacity is computed for a particular set of system parameters, it is the task of the communication link designer to devise coding and modulation strategies that approach this capacity.
After Shannon's seminal work, it is now safe to say that this goal has been accomplished for some of the most common channel models. The proofs of the fundamental theorems of information theory indicate that Shannon limits can be achieved by random code constructions using very large block lengths. While this appeared to be computationally infeasible in terms of both encoding and decoding, the invention of turbo codes provided implementable mechanisms for achieving just this.
Turbo codes are random-looking codes obtained from easy-to-encode convolutional codes, which can be decoded efficiently using iterative decoding techniques instead of ML decoding. It is computationally infeasible for such constructions. Since then, a host of turbo-like coded modulation strategies have been proposed, including rediscovery of the low density parity check (LDPC) codes invented by Gallager [3] in the 1960s.
We begin by providing a qualitative discussion of the issues facing the receiver designer, with a focus on the problem of synchronization, which involves estimation and tracking of parameters such as delay, phase, and frequency. We then summarize some basic concepts of parameter estimation. Estimation of a parameter using an observation requires knowledge of the conditional density conditioned on each possible value. In the context of receiver design, the observation is actually a continuous-time analog signal. Thus, an important result is the establishment of the concept of (conditional) density for such signals. To this end, we develop the concept of a likelihood function, which is an appropriately defined likelihood ratio playing the role of density for a signal corrupted by AWGN. We then apply this to receiver design.
Receiver Design and Soft Decision Decoding
We describe the application of parameter estimation to some canonical synchronization problems. The estimation derives optimal non-coherent receivers using the framework of composite hypothesis testing, where we choose between multiple hypotheses when there are some unknown "nuisance" parameters in the statistical relationship between the observation and the hypotheses. In the case of non-coherent communication, the unknown parameter is the carrier phase. The transmitted complex baseband signal is given by
and is up-converted to pass-band using a local oscillator at carrier frequency [4] , [5] . Both the local oscillator and the sampling clock are often integer or rational multiples of the natural frequency of a crystal oscillator, and can be generated using a phase locked loop. The framework for demodulation exploits signal space techniques [6] to project the continuous-time signal to a finite-dimensional vector space [7, 8] , and then applied detection theory to characterize optimal receivers. We now wish to apply a similar strategy for the more general problem of parameter estimation, where the parameter may be continuous valued phase or amplitude. The pass-band signal goes through the channel. For simplicity, we consider a non-dispersive channel which causes only amplitude scaling and delay. Thus, the pass-band received signal is given by
where A is an unknown amplitude and τ is an unknown delay. Let us consider the effect of the delay in complex baseband. We can write the pass-band signal as 
where the phase is very sensitive to the delay, since the carrier frequency is typically very large.
The relationship between the code block and the syndrome is investigated. Because each bit is related to the distance distribution [9] , the binary code D generated by F is equivalent to C, and 
Since the column of D corresponds to the component of C with reliability value, we call GDA the associated reliability value. Starting from the first column of G, we find the first K independent columns with the largest associated reliability values. Use these K independent columns as the first K columns of a new K x N matrix G maintaining the decreasing order of their reliability values. The remaining K columns of G form the next N-K columns of G arranged in the order of decreasing associated reliability values. The above process defines a second permutation function, such that
Rearranging the components according to the permutation, we obtain the sequence.
Experimental Result
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed soft decision decoding algorithm. Figs. 1 For each code, the simulated results for various orders of reprocessing are plotted and compared with the theoretical results obtained from (6) . Note that the number of computations involved becomes extremely large. Therefore, to evaluate (6), we compute the exact values for the most significant terms, which correspond to the least reliable position, and use the approximation for the remaining secondary ones.
The energy per information bit is E b , and the single-sided noise spectral density is N o . A slicer makes a hard decision, doing its best to detect the transmitted symbols. A soft decision decoder starts with the continuous-valued samples of the received signal. The receiver processes these samples directly to detect the decoded bit sequence.
The normalized threshold algorithm attains lower block error probability than bounded distance decoding. The effect of the normalized threshold algorithm is confirmed. Decoding complexity is proportional to the number of hard decision. Thus, the number can be used as index of decoding complexity. 
Conclusion
A soft-decision decoding algorithm using linear block codes is presented. The proposed algorithm is for hard-detected signals of digital communication systems. Based on the error correction, the proposed scheme converts the received hard-decision into soft reliability for the input of the decoder. Simulation results are shown and superior performance is obtained by using the proposed scheme.
In many modern receiver architectures, the operations on the down-converted complex baseband signal are made using DSP, which can, in principle, implement any desired operation on the original analog signal with arbitrarily high fidelity, as long as the sampling rate is high enough and the analog-to-digital converter has high enough precision. The sampling rate is usually chosen to be an integer multiple of the symbol rate.
For signaling with moderate excess bandwidth (less than 100%), sampling preserves all the information in the analog received signal. Reconstruction of an analog signal from its sample requires complicated interpolation, when sampling at the minimum rate required to avoid aliasing.
